Sixth order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP6) in connection with correlation consistent basis sets cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, and cc-pVQZ was used to calculate accurate equilibrium geometries for 14 molecules and to establish the complete basis set (CBS) limit for MP6 with an extrapolation method that is based on CBS limit geometries obtained at second order MP (MP2) and at fourth order MP (MP4) perturbation theory. MP6 equilibrium geometries are more accurate than MP2 or MP4 geometries provided a sufficiently large basis set is used. However, improvements in the geometry are small relative to MP4 geometries where in the latter case a cancellation of correlation and basis set errors may even lead in some cases to better results than for MP6. Analysis of correlation effects reveals that MP6 will be superior to other MP methods if a bond situation is described not involving more than six electrons (single, double, or triple bonds). As soon as there is the influence of additional electron pairs as for example in the case of multiple bonds involving heteroatoms with electron lone pairs, bond lengths are slightly exaggerated due to missing disconnected eight and ten electron correlation effects. This reflects the importance of infinite order effects as provided by couple cluster methods such as CCSD or CCSD(T), which are often superior to MPn methods with n e 6.
Introduction
A basic requirement for quantum chemical methods is the prediction of correct equilibrium geometries. Normally, if a method seriously fails to reproduce the equilibrium geometry of a molecule it will also fail to provide a reliable description of the potential energy surface (PES) close to the stationary point occupied by the molecule and, because of this, of any molecular property that depends on features of the PES (energy differences, vibrational frequencies, force constants, etc.). However, one often finds that most correlation corrected ab initio methods, even though they do not provide high-accuracy equilibrium geometries, describe trends in molecular geometries reasonably well and that deviations from exact geometries are systematic. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] In structural chemistry, one often needs calculated molecular geometries with the highest precision possible to verify experimentally based equilibrium geometries or to use the calculated data together with spectroscopic data to derive a more precise equilibrium geometry. (See, e.g., refs 11-13.) In the present work, accurate equilibrium geometries for 14 small molecules are calculated with many body perturbation theory (MBPT) using the Møller-Plesset (MP) perturbation operator 14 at second (MP2), fourth (MP4), and sixth order (MP6). 2, [15] [16] [17] This, however, is not done to present yet another set of equilibrium geometries for molecules, for which rather exact experimental geometries are already available. On the contrary, we want to use experimental geometries to determine errors in calculated geometries at various levels of MP theory and to identify with the help of these errors typical electron correlation effects needed to correctly describe molecular properties such as geometries. For this purpose, we have to separate basis set and correlation errors, which can only be done by extrapolating at a given level of theory to the complete basis set (CBS) limit and, then, to compare CBS values with experiment.
CBS limit geometries at the MP6 level of theory are determined in this work using a new extrapolation method based on previous work by Dunning and others. 18, 19 The extrapolation method implies that first the dependence of the MP2 or MP4 value of a given geometrical parameter on the basis set size is determined to calculate the corresponding MP2 and MP4 CBS limit values. The relationship between calculated value and basis set size found at the MP2 and MP4 level of theory is then used to predict the MP6 CBS limit geometry under the assumption that the basis set dependence is similar at different levels of MPn theory. Actually, the same assumption is the basis of the Gp (p ) 1, 2, 3) methods of Curtiss, Raghavachari, and Pople 20 who make even the additional assumption that basis set dependencies calculated at the MP2 and MP4 level of theory can also be assumed to be valid at the coupled cluster (CC) level of theory, namely at the QCISD(T) level. However, we will discuss in the following that such an assumption has to be used with care because the basis set dependence of MPn properties can differ from that of CC (QCI) properties.
The MP6 geometries calculated in this work will be compared with reliable experimental geometries with the aim of clarifying which electron correlation effects are needed to determine highly accurate geometries. This in turn will provide a basis to predict the degree of accuracy achieved for geometries calculated at a given level of MPn theory. We will discuss in this connection the basic question whether MPn theory at order n e 6 is a useful quantum chemical method because this has been questioned in recent times. 21 Also we will comment on the performance of CC methods in comparison to that of MPn methods because MP and CC theory are closely related. Finally, guidance will be given how to obtain reliable equilibrium geometries from quantum chemical calculations.
Determination of MP6 Geometries with a Complete Basis Set
The results presented in this work are based on the use of (a) MP6 theory, (b) correlation consistent basis sets, (c) suitable extrapolation formulas, (d) a detailed analysis of electron correlation effects, and (e) an error analysis of calculated geometries. These five ingredients will be described in the following.
MP6 Theory. Two levels of MP6 theory were applied in this work, namely complete MP6 and MP6(M7), the computational cost of which scale with O(M 9 ) and O(M 7 ) (M: number of basis functions). 15 MP6(M7) is obtained by dropping all O(M 9 ) and O(M 8 ) terms of the MP6 correlation energy. This is justified in view of previous investigations, which revealed that these terms represent a relative small fraction (ca. 12%) of the total MP6 correlation energy because of the cancellation of positive and negative terms. 15, 16 Hence, MP6(M7) represents a reasonable and economically attractive alternative to the costly MP6 method.
All MP6 calculations (full core) were carried out with the program of He and Cremer, 15 which is part of the program package COLOGNE99. 23 Since analytical energy gradients are not available at this level of theory, geometry optimization was performed numerically using the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell algorithm. 24 For the 14 molecules considered, bond lengths and bond angles were calculated with an accuracy of 10 -4 Å and 10 -2 degrees. Generally, however, experimental errors are one magnitude larger so that it is meaningful to discuss changes of 0.001 Å and 0.1 degree. On the other hand, calculated geometries may differ marginally so that differences will only become obvious if bond lengths and angles are reported with higher accuracy. This required more stringent convergence criteria in both the SCF and the geometry optimizations than are normally applied. Therefore, a convergence criterion of 10 -8 with regard to changes in the density matrix was used for the SCF iterations and 10 -5 with regard to changes in the forces (expressed in mdyn/Å) for the geometry optimization.
Basis Sets. All calculations carried out in this work were performed with Dunning's correlation consistent polarized basis sets cc-pVmZ where the cardinal number m was chosen to be 2, 3, and 4. 25 The corresponding basis sets are of VDZ+P, VTZ+P, and VQZ+P quality given by (9s4p1d/4s1p) [3s2p1d/ 2s1p], (10s5p2d1f/5s2p1d) [4s3p2d1f/3s2p1d], and (12s6p3d2f1g/ 6s3p2d1f) [5s4p3d2f1g/4s3p2d1f] contractions, respectively. 25 Dunning and co-workers [26] [27] [28] showed that these basis sets provide an excellent platform to investigate calculated molecular properties with regard to their dependence on the basis set chosen. Since cc-pVmZ results obtained with correlation corrected ab initio methods monotonically converge to a limit value, one can use them to extrapolate to the CBS limit value of a given molecular property (energy, bond length, dipole moment, etc.).
Calculation of CBS Limits at MP2 and MP4. A number of different extrapolation procedures are suggested in the literature, 18, 19 which are all based on an exponential convergence behavior of the value of the property in question, i.e., changes in the property value decrease exponentially and become zero for the CBS limit reached with an infinitely large basis set. Several extrapolation equations suggested by Dunning and coworkers 18 were tested in this work and eq 1 turned out to best suited (in terms of applicability, accuracy, and interpretability) for extrapolating to the CBS limit:
According to eq 1, the geometrical parameter Q (bond length, bond angle) is expressed as a function of the cardinal number m of the basis sets used, Q(∞) is the estimated CBS limit of property Q, and a, b are the fitting parameters, which (together with Q(∞)) can be determined in a least-squares minimization procedure. 18 Equation 1 provides a simple basis for discussing the convergence behavior of the Q(m) series because the term ae -m represents a slower and the term be -m 2 a faster converging series of Q(m) values. Hence, a > b characterizes a geometrical parameter Q as (relatively) slowly converging and, therefore, difficult to calculate while a < b indicates faster convergence and a chance of obtaining a reliable value for Q already with a basis set of modest size.
Contrary to previous work by Dunning and co-workers 18,26 who used four or five points to determine the convergence behavior of Q(m) in a least-squares sense, in this work, a threepoint extrapolation procedure was used for all molecules considered, which sacrifices some of the accuracy of calculated CBS values, but is less costly and provides a simple basis to compare the convergence properties of different geometry parameters at different levels of MPn theory.
Error Analysis. Deviations of calculated geometrical parameters from the corresponding experimental values were analyzed using mean absolute deviation µ abs , mean deviation µ, and standard deviation σ:
where R i (cal) denotes a calculated and R i (exp) the corresponding experimental value of a geometrical parameter R ) {r, θ, τ}. Utilizing mean deviation µ and standard deviation σ, the normal distribution curve was calculated according to eq 5.
Calculation of CBS Limits at MP6.
It is well-known that MPn energies as well as other molecular properties calculated at MPn do not converge monotonically to a limit value with increasing order n of perturbation theory, but oscillate where oscillations seem to become smaller for increasing order n. 2, 3, 30 This convergence behavior was found to be a result of the stepwise introduction of higher electron correlation effects into MPn theory. 2, 16 At even orders n, new correlation effects are included while at odd orders corrections to these new correlation effects are added.
MP2. Pair correlation effects described by the double (D) excitations; since correlation effects are not coupled, pair correlation is exaggerated.
Third-Order MP (MP3).
Corrections to pair correlations caused by a coupling of D excitations.
MP4. Three-electron correlation effects described by triple (T) excitations; orbital relaxation effects are described by single
(1) (S) excitations; pair-pair correlation effects are described by disconnected quadruple (Q) excitations.
Fifth Order MP (MP5).
Couplings between three-electron correlation, orbital relaxation, and pair-pair correlation effects.
MP6. Four-electron correlation effects are described by connected Q excitations, pair-pair-pair correlation effects are described by hextuple (H) excitations, combinations of 2-and 3-electron correlation effects are described by pentuple (P) excitations.
The trends in calculated MPn correlation energies affect all energy-dependent molecular properties that show a similar oscillatory behavior.
For an oscillating MPn series it is difficult to extrapolate calculated MP2, MP3, MP4, etc. values to the MP∞ value, which should be identical to the full CI (FCI) value of the property in question. However, the analysis of MPn results shows that in the case of initial oscillations there are often two converging series, namely one for even order results and one for odd order results, which converge to the same limit. [15] [16] [17] Hence, when considering MP2, MP4, and MP6 results one has a reasonable basis to predict results which one would obtain at higher levels of MPn theory. There might be, of course, the danger that oscillations increase for increasing n thus leading to a divergent series as was discussed in recent FCI work of Olsson and co-workers. 21 Arguments have been presented that divergence of the MPn series is a result of either strong multireference character of the system considered or the use of an unbalanced basis set. 30 In the present work, closed-shell molecules without any multireference character are investigated with well-balanced basis sets so that the problem of a diverging MPn series either for energies or other molecular properties does not exist.
For geometrical parameters such as bond lengths and bond angles, the convergence behavior of the Q(m) series calculated at the MP2, MP4, and MP6 level of theory is similar as was confirmed by appropriate MPn calculations. First, coefficients a, b, and the CBS limit Q(∞) of the geometrical parameter Q were determined at the MP2 level by a three-point extrapolation procedure employing the cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, and cc-pVQZ basis sets. Then, the MP2 fitting coefficients were used in connection with a MP4/cc-pVDZ calculation to predict values of geometrical parameters at the MP4/cc-pVTZ, MP4/cc-pVQZ, and MP4/CBS levels of theory (Table 1) . Finally, predicted values were compared with directly calculated MP4/cc-pVTZ, MP4/cc-pVQZ, and MP4/CBS values of Q.
As shown by Table 1 , the mean absolute deviation |µ| for 20 bond lengths and seven angles is about 0.001 Å and 0.1 degree, respectively. The normal distribution of errors of predicted and calculated MP4/CBS limit values with regard to experimental geometrical parameters [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] are almost identical (see Figure 1 ), i.e., MP4/CBS limit values determined at the MP4 level with three points or with just one point using the curve Q(m) determined at the MP2 level differ only slightly. A second test was made at the MP6 level using the extrapolation function Q(m) determined at the MP4 level. At the MP6(M7)/cc-pVTZ level of theory, calculated and predicted bond lengths (angles) differ by just 0.003 Å (0.2 degree; mean absolute deviation). If correction increments for the difference Q(MP6) -Q(MP6(M7)) obtained with the cc-pVDZ basis are added, mean absolute deviations are 0.004 Å and 0.3 degree, respectively ( Table 2) .
The results of the two tests summarized in Tables 1 and 2 indicate that the fitting coefficients a and b are comparable at MP2, MP4, and MP6, which is not the case when mixing results from even and odd orders of MPn theory. Although MP6 geometries could be calculated with the cc-pVTZ basis set only in selected cases because of the O(M 9 ) dependence on the number M of basis functions, it is reasonable to extrapolate MP6/ cc-pVDZ results with the help of the calculated MP4 fitting coefficients a and b to MP6/CBS limit geometries. MP6 geometries obtained in this way are listed in Table 3 together with directly calculated MP6 values. For reasons of comparison, the corresponding MP2 and MP4 geometries as well as the corresponding experimental values [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] are also shown in Table 3 .
Comparison of MP Geometries with Experimental Geometries
Calculated and experimental geometries are compared in Figures 2 and 3 by displaying the normal distribution of the errors in calculated bond lengths (20 values) obtained at a given level of theory. The position of the maximum of the distribution curve corresponds to the mean deviation µ while the half-width of the curve reflecting the scattering of errors is defined by the standard deviation σ. These parameters are also given together with the mean absolute deviation |µ| in Table 3 separately for bond lengths and bond angles.
A number of conclusions can be drawn from the error analysis presented in Table 3 and Figures 2 and 3: (1) With increasing basis set size, calculated geometries are improved both with regard to bond lengths and bond angles. However, these trends are somewhat more pronounced for MP6 geometries than MP4 geometries while MP2 geometries hardly change for cc-pVmZ basis sets with m > 3.
(2) Also, with increasing basis set size bond lengths become shorter. These trends are well-known for MP2 and MP4, but they are confirmed in this work for MP6 geometries. At the same time the scattering of errors decreases as is reflected by the increasing maxima and the smaller standard deviations (halfwidth of normal distributions, Figures 2 and 3) .
(3) For the cc-pVDZ basis set, bond lengths are always too long. With increasing order n (MP2, MP4, MP6) the deviation from experimentally determined bond lengths increase rather than decrease as one might expect for a stepwise improved description of the molecule.
(4) For the cc-pVTZ basis set, calculated MP2 bond lengths are already too short on the average compared to the experimental values while the corresponding MP4/cc-pVTZ bond lengths are slightly longer than experimental values. However, MP6/cc-pVTZ bond lengths are somewhat less accurate than MP4 values.
(5) With the cc-pVQZ basis set set, both MP4 and MP6 perform equally well with a slightly better agreement between experimental and MP6 bond lengths.
(6) At the CBS limit, MP6 leads to the best set of bond lengths for the three methods compared although the differences between MP6 and MP4 results are relatively small.
(7) Trends in calculated bond angles are directly related to trends in calculated bond lengths in the way that decreasing bond lengths imply increasing bond angles and vice versa.
These trends can be easily rationalized on the following basis. At the Hartree-Fock (HF) level of theory, an increase of the basis set size leads to an improved description of the valence shell of an atom thus making it possible that electron density is packed more closely around a nucleus in a molecule. With the larger basis set, the nuclei are better screened and as a consequence nuclear repulsion is reduced thus leading to a smaller bond length. In a three-atom situation, smaller bond lengths imply stronger 1,3 electrostatic repulsions and a widening of the bond angle, which explains the reverse relationship between trends in bond lengths and trends in bond angles.
Although this model description considers just the most relevant energy changes (Coulomb attraction between nuclei a Bond lengths are given in Å, angles in degrees. Values in italics denote geometrical parameters obtained by extrapolation. CBS ) cc-pV∞Z limit values were determined with eq 1. |µ|, µ, and σ denote mean absolute, mean, and standard deviation calculated according to eqs 2-4.
and electrons) and disregards other important effects (e.g., distribution of bonding electrons and electron lone pairs depending on the basis set used), it predicts typical trends in HF geometries correctly. MP2 introduces pair correlation effects in form of left-right, angular, and in-out correlation. 2 The bonding electrons are separated in the bond region resulting in increased shielding (due to left-right correlation), but predominantly deshielding of the nuclei because angular and in-out correlation effects shift electron density away from the nuclei. Hence, the MP2 bond lengths are significantly longer than HF bond lengths calculated with the same basis set, where a relatively rigid basis set such as cc-pVDZ exaggerates these effects. The more basis functions included in the basis the more it will be possible to separate electron pairs but at the same time to pack electrons into the inner valence sphere thus increasing stabilizing nucleus-electron attractions.
At MP4, three-electron correlation effects make it possible that of three electrons in the region of a multiple bond at least one is shifted in a more angular or outer position while the two other are left-right correlated. This implies directly that at MP4 because of three-electron correlation the nuclei are more deshielded than at MP2 and, accordingly, bond lengths become longer. Again, an increasingly flexible basis set leads to better compromises between electron separation and packing of electrons around the nuclei which explains the decrease in bond lengths with increasing basis set size.
The improvements in electron correlation, which enter at MP6, concern in particular four-electron and six-electron situations. Connected Q excitations make it possible that the four electrons of a double bond are left-right and top-bottom (angular) correlated thus leading to an even stronger deshielding of the nuclei and longer bond lengths. Disconnected six-electron correlation effects are important for structures with triple bonds (or single bonds involving heteroatoms with electron lone pairs). Although the three electron pairs described by an H excitation at MP6 are disconnected they are coupled to disconnected Q correlations, which leads to a coupling correction in the way that the pair correlation effects are not independent. Hence, typical left-right, top-bottom patterns result from these correlation effects, again leading to an overall deshielding of the nuclei, which is most drastic for the relatively rigid VDZ+P basis set. Flexibility in the basis set is now a must to balance effects of electron separation on the one side and density contraction toward the nuclei on the other side.
The more rigid a basis set is the less it is capable of correctly describing higher order electron correlation effects. Hence, if a VDZ+P basis set is used in connection with a method that includes connected three-and four-electron correlation effects, these higher electron correlation effects are artificially suppressed and replaced by exaggerated pair correlation effects. Hence, geometries calculated with a VDZ+P basis set deviate stronger from experimental values the higher the level of MPn theory is applied. If one improves the method to cover more electron correlation, one has to invest at the same time into the basis set despite the fact that the typical O(M n+3 ) dependence increases calculational cost enormously. We conclude that reliable MP6 geometries are hardly feasible unless suitable extrapolation methods are used.
Quality of MP6 Complete Basis Set Geometries
In Figure 3 , trends in calculated CBS bond lengths are given in dependence of the order n of MP theory applied and compared with the corresponding experimental values. A comparison with CBS limit values obtained with other methods 26,27,29 is given in Table 4 .
As Figure 4 reveals and Table 3 gives in detail, MP6/CBS limit values (similar to MP6/cc-pVTZ values) provide an accurate account of AH single bond lengths. The only exception is found for HNO, however in this case the experimental r 0 value 38 may differ from the correct r e NH bond length. In any case, the MP6 AH bond lengths are more accurate than MP2/ CBS, MP4/CBS, and CCSD(T)/CBS values reported in the literature (Table 4) .
Reasonable values are also obtained for the OO bond in H 2 O 2 , the NN bonds in N 2 H 2 and N 2 as well as for the NC bond in HCN. However, deviations between experimental and MP6/CBS heavy atom bond lengths are relatively large for F 2 , CO, HNC, and HOF predicting these bond lengths too long at all levels of MP6 theory. Since the CBS limit should not suffer from any remaining basis set deficiencies (although the extrapolation procedure could lead to some inaccuracies as discussed in the previous section), deviations of 0.004 up to 0.010 Å indicate correlation errors, which seem not to be present at the CCSD(T) level of theory (see Table 4 ).
MP6 can correlate at most three electron pairs at the same time as was discussed in the previous chapter. If there are four or even five electron pairs close to the bond region (O-F: 1 bonding electron pair + 1 σ-type electron lone pair + 3 π-type electron lone pairs; F-F: 1 + 4; etc.) correlation at MP6 does not include all electron lone pairs simultaneously. Hence, one has to discuss what would happen if four or five electron pairs would be correlated at higher levels of MPn theory (MP8 or MP10). Clearly, electrons would be rearranged so that (a) they avoid each other as much as possible, (b) they can approach the nuclei as much as possible, and (c) they stay in the bonding region as much as possible. This would imply that lone pair electrons become somewhat more diffuse allowing the bonding electron pairs to stay in the bond region but at the same time to move closer to the nuclei. If electron lone pairs move further away from a nucleus, this corresponds to an increase of effective electronegativity of the atom in question with regard to the bonding electrons. The nucleus is stronger shielded by the bonding electrons and the bond length becomes shorter, which is required in the case of the O-F, F-F, and CO bond to obtain a better agreement with experiment. Therefore, the observed deviations of the MP6/CBS values reflect the shortcomings of the MP6 approach.
In the case of N 2 , the electron lone pairs are symmetrically arranged at the backside of the bond region and, therefore, the error in the MP6/CBS bond length is smaller than for the CO molecule (Figure 4) . Although the electron lone pairs are also relatively far away from the bond region of the CO, their influence on the bonding situation is much larger than in the case of N 2 since they indirectly determine the polarity of the CO bond and by this the screening of the C and O nuclei in the bond region. Similar considerations apply to the OF bond in HOF, the NC bond in HNC, and the NO bond in HNO (Figure 4) .
The electron correlation effects just described would be automatically covered by a correlation corrected ab initio method with infinite order pair and three-electron correlation effects as done by CCSD(T). CCSD covers just the pair correlation effects and as reflected by the CCSD/CBS values for F 2 , N 2 , and CO (Table 4) is already better than MP6 but not as accurate as CCSD(T) ( Table 4) .
Conclusions
A new method to predict CBS limit geometries at higher orders of MPn theory from CBS values at lower orders of MPn theory is used to determine MP6/CBS geometries. This method is related to the procedures described by Pople and coworkers for obtaining reliable heats of formations, dissociation enthalpies, ionization potentials, and electron affinities. 20 From the investigation of 14 small molecules, for which reliable experimentally based r e geometries are known, conclusions (1)-(6) can be drawn.
(1) Trends in calculated MP2, MP4, and MP6 geometries with regard to the basis set employed are parallel. For example, calculated bond lengths in general decrease (bond angles widen) when the basis set is increased to the CBS limit. These changes can be explained when considering the redistribution of electrons made possible by a better description of molecular space with the help of larger basis sets.
(2) For MP2, a fortuitous cancellation of basis set and correlation errors in the case of basis sets with VTZ+P quality leads to surprisingly reliable equilibrium geometries. For MP4 and MP6, calculated bond lengths are on the average always longer than experimental values and at least a VTZ+P basis set is required to get reasonable geometries.
(3) The best compromise between accuracy and economy of an MP calculation is obtained with a cc-pVTZ basis either at the MP2 or (somewhat more reliable) at the MP4 level of theory. For saturated molecules without any heteroatoms the use of a cc-pVQZ basis at MP2 seems to be meaningless although it will be necessary for molecules with electron clustering. At MP4, it is more important to use the VQZ+P basis set.
(4) Accurate MP6 geometries are obtained for molecules without heteroatoms or for H n AAH n molecules with a symmetrical arrangement of the heteroatoms provided a cc-pVTZ or larger basis set is employed. MP6 fails however for principal reasons when describing polar bonds involving one or two heteroatoms. Infinite order pair and three-electron correlation effects as covered by CCSD(T) are needed for the calculation of accurate geometries.
(5) Relative to MP4, MP6 leads to slightly improved geometries.
(6) MP6/CBS values reveal that the MPn series converges to the true equilibrium geometry of electron systems with electron clustering (single and multiple bonds between electronegative heteroatoms) rather slowly and, therefore, cannot be considered to be the right method for high-accuracy calculations. The basic deficiency of MP methods is the lack of infinite order effects contained in CC methods. This explains why CCSD(T)/CBS geometries and sometimes even CCSD/CBS geometries are superior to MP6/CBS geometries.
(7) As for the question posed in the title of this article, the present work provides an answer for the geometries of molecules made up from first row atoms (Li-Ne). Molecules with little electron clustering will already be reasonably described at MP4. However, with an increase of electron clustering as found in the vicinity of electronegative atoms, in the region of multiple bonds, etc., MP6 and even higher MPn methods have to be applied to obtain accurate geometries. In the worst case, a bond length may be influenced by the interaction of up to five electron pairs (e.g., F-F: 1 bonding electron pair + 4 pπ-type electron lone pairs; the two pσ-type electron pairs influence the F-F bond length only indirectly). Such a bond length can correctly be predicted if the simultaneous correlation of five electron pairs is covered by the MPn method in question. Hence MP10, which includes for the first time disconnected 10-fold excitations (independent but simultaneous correlation of five electron pairs), is necessary to guarantee an exact description of FF, OF, or OO bonds. Considering the large number of terms covered by MP8 (915) or MP10 (16 605) as well as their high cost (O(M 11 ) and O(M 13 ), there is little chance that these methods will ever be developed and programmed for routine use.
One cannot expect reliable geometries from MP6/cc-pVDZ calculations or other VDZ+P basis sets because pair correlation effects are artificially exaggerated leading to too long bonds and too short angles. A VTZ+P or even VQZ+P basis set is necessary to get reasonable MP6 geometries. We confirm for geometries with what is generally known, namely that with increased coverage of electron correlation effects the requirements for the basis set (saturation of the sp-basis, increased flexibility by even-tempered polarization functions covering all regions of molecular space in a balanced way) increase. Improvements of method and basis set have to be parallel. This clearly limits the use of MP6 in quantum chemistry. Therefore one can conclude that for the case that MP4 fails to provide a satisfactory geometry, it is advisable in most cases to apply CCSD(T) rather than higher orders of MPn theory. Exceptions such as FOOF (MP6 provides a considerably more accurate geometry than CCSD(T)) recently investigated by Kraka and co-workers 41 do not contradict this rule of thumb.
